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Effects induced by ICRF waves on various confinement 
schemes in Tore Supra 
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Abstract. The 1993-94 experimental campaign has seen a significant in
crease of the application of waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequency on 
Tore Supra. Ion cyclotron resonant heating has been applied to plasmas 
with strongly radiating layers, pellet-enhanced performance and lower hy
brid enhanced performance. Initial experiments on direct coupling of the 
fast magnetosonic wave to the electrons have demonstrated coupling up to 
5 M\V to the plasma and have demonstrated an efficient electron heating in 
these discharges. A significant bootstrap current fraction is observed. This 
heating scheme leads to a stationary improvement in energy confinement, 
with implications for the Rebut-Lallia-Watkins local transport model. 
Finally, preliminary experiments on antenna phasing have shown clear 
evidence of fast wave current drive. 

1. Introduction 

The Tore Supra (TS) ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) system is 
composed of three resonant-double-loop antennas [1]. The experimental 
campaign 1993-94 has seen a significant increase of the use of this sys
tem on TS. In this paper, we first review recent results using ion cyclotron 
resonance heating (ICRH). Then we report initial experiments with direct 
coupling of the fast wave to electrons during which up to 5 MW of fast 
wave electron heating (FWEH) power were coupled to the plasma. We de
scribe the FWEH experimental scenarios and heating performance. Then, 
we discuss the energy confinement of these discharges and its implication 
for Rebut-Lallia-Watkins local transport model. Lastly, we conclude by 
presenting preliminary results for fast wave current drive (FWCD). 

2. Ion cyclotron resonance heating results 

Operated in a ICRH scheme, the TS ICRF system has coupled up to 8 
MW to plasmas, leading to a fusion product ni.Te.Ti(0) of 0.5 102 0 k e v n r 3 s 
which is a TS record for L-mode discharges. 

Up to 5 MW of ICRH have been coupled to plasmas in the presence of 
strong radiative layers 12]. The best results have been obtained when using 
ICRH with the ergodic divertor activated and neon injection in the dis
charge. The radiated power has been as high as 5.5 MW. which cor
responds to about 80% of the total injected^power (ohmic+ICRH). The 
radiative layer is stable, and lasts throughout the radio frequency (RF) 
guise (4s). A very small contamination of the plasma core is observed (the 

ulk neon concentration remains lower than 1%) and no degradation of 
the plasma global energy confinement is detected. 

The TS two-stage pneumatic pellet injector has been upgraded to allow 
the injection of deuterium pellets into ICRH heated plasmas at velocities 
up to 3.3 knis-1. Pellet-enhanced performance with peak values of the 
fusion product of 1.1 10 2 0 keVnr2^ and a neutron emission rate of 1.6 
1 0 1 4 s-.1. has been achieved with 3 MW of IÇRF power. The central 
electron densitv has been raised above 2 10 2 0 n r 3 . leading to a reversal of 
the central magnetic shear, and a reduction of the local heat diffusion 
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coefficicnt [3|. 
Confinement is also correlated with shear in the lower hybrid enhanced 

performance (LHEP 14]) regime. Up to 3 MW of ICRH power has been 
coupled to LHEP discharges that were established with 3 MW lower hybrid 
power. The characteristic current profile shape and improvement of 
confinement are maintained throughout the ICRH pulse 15]. 

3. Fast wave direct electron heating 

3.1 Experimental set up 

For the FWEH experiments. Tore Supra was operated in the following 
range of plasma parameters: range of current Ip = 0.35-0.75 MA. major 
radius R = 2.23 m. minor radius a = 0.72 m . range of toroidal magnetic 
field Bt = 1.3-2 T. working gas deuterium and/or helium 4. Measurements 
of the electron temperature (Te). electron density (ne) and current density 
profile were carried out using a twelve channel Thomson scattering 
system, a Michelson interferometer for electron cyclotron emission, a five-
chord far infrared interferometer and polarimeter. The ion temperature (TO 
was measured by a system of five perpendicular and one parallel charge 
exchange (CX) neutral analysers and the neutron emission diagnostic. Hot 
ions were monitored with the charge exchange neutral analysers and the 
ripple loss diagnostic [6]. We assume in this paper that the power coupled 
to the plasma is equal to the launched RF power: this hypothesis is the 
most conservative one and agrees within the errors bar with modulation 
experiments conducted on other tokamaks [7]. 

3.2 Experimental scenarios 

The principal scenario used for the FWEH experiments was chosen in 
order to maximise the single-pass absorption of the wave by the electrons 
and to minimise any parasitic damping on the ions. The parameters were: 
toroidal magnetic field 2 T. frequency 48 MHz, dipole phasing(ky= 15 nr 1 ) . 
In this configuration, the third cyclotron harmonic layer of trie majority-
ions is at the center of the plasma, and the first and second harmonic 
layers of hydrogen are marginally present at the plasma edge. Careful 
monitoring of the charge exchange analysers data makes it possible to 
adjust the magnetic field in order to minimise the damping in the outer 
plasma layers. Figure 1 demonstrates such an adjustment: the 
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Figure 1: neutral flux observed on the perpendicular (a) and parallel (b) 
charge exchange neutral analysers lor different Bl. 

perpendicular analyser detects deeply-trapped ions produced at the low-
field side (second "harmonic layer of hydrogen), the parallel analyser 



detec ts the barely t rapped ions produced a t the high field s ide (first 
ha rmonic layer of hydrogen). One can see tha t for Bt~= 2 .15 T. there is 
scarcely any interaction with any outer p l a sma layer. In a such s i tuat ion, 
the power going to the plasma through this channel is estimated to be less 
tha t 5 % of "the input power-

No evidence of significant damping on the central third ha rmonic h a s 
been observed either" by charge exchange or by the ripple-loss diagnostics. 
This is no t surpris ing because the single-pass absorption of the wave, due 
to the third harmonic, is negligible compared to the single-pass absorpt ion 
on the e lectrons . The inverse correlat ion of the f i rs t -pass absorp t ion 
fractions on the electrons and ions is clearly demons t ra ted in a toroidal 
magnet ic field s can experiment in which the second harmonic resonance 
layer of the minority hydrogen is progressively moved inside the p lasma . 
Figure ?. displays the resul ts of this scan . As Bt decreases, the single-pass 
absorpt ion by electrons steadily increases (as B r 3 1811. from 5 to 15%. 
Meanwhile, the second ha rmonic layer en te rs the p l a sma from the low 
field s ide . When th i s occur s , the ion t e m p e r a t u r e n e a r t h e second 
h a r m o n i c laver begins to increase . Consequent ly , the s ing le -pass a b 
sorpt ion by hydrogen ions increases and competes wi th absorpt ion by 
electrons . Once the second harmonic layer moves beyond the magnet ic 
axis, the ion tempera ture decreases and the competition d i sappears . This 
scenario is experimentally confirmed by the observation (figure 2.a) on the 
CX ana lysers of a hot hydrogen tail when the second harmonic layer is 
located in the inner ha l fo f the plasma. Correlated with the formation of 
the hot ion tail, ripple losses appear (figure 2.b). 
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Figure 2: evolution of charge exchange neutral flux (a), ripple loss (b). theoretical 
absorption of fast wave directly on electrons (solid line) and on hydrogen (dashed line, 
second harmonic minority heatingl(c). Open squares corresponds to Bt=2.08T. dark 
squares to 1.93T. open triangles to 1.75T. dark triangles to 1.6T. open circles to 1.43T. 
dark circles to 1.3T. 
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The lull wave code ALCYON I9| has been used to simulate this 
competition. Figure 2.c displays the result of linear calculations and shows 
that, when the second harmonic layer is located near the magnetic axis, 
power flows essentially to ions. Non-linear phenomena as hydrogen tail 
Formation have also been included- These result in slightly enhanced ab
sorption on ions, but are noticeable only for strong absorption (the 
absorption on ions then increases from 72% of the total power to 80%). We 
conclude From this scan that scenarios, in which the second harmonic 
layer of hydrogen lies in the high field side of the plasma, offers possibility 
to study FWEH with strong single-pass absorption on Tore Supra. 

3.3 Heating performance 
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Figure 3: electron temperature 
during ohmic and FWEH phase and 
FWEH power deposition profile 
predicted by ALCYON. 

Figure 3 demonstrates the very efficient 
electron heating which is observed when 
using FWEH: the central electron 
temperature (Ten) rises From 1.2 keV to 
4.5 keV during a 4 MW RF pulse at a 
central density of 4.0 101 9 n r 3 during a 
0.4 MA discharge. The diamagnetic 
poloidal beta (pV>) value rises significantly, 
up to 1.1 in a 0.35 MA discharge. The 
theo re t i ca l expec t a t i on t h a t no 
suprathermal particles are produced by 
FWEH. is confirmed by the observation 
that the plasma diamagnetic energy is in 
excellent agreement with the plasma 
kinetic energy calculated From the tem
perature and density proFiles [10]. An 
important feature oF these experiments is 
that the high (3p is due entirely to thermal 
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with other high lip experiments using neutral beam 
luch as 50 % of the (3P vnlue is due to hot ions 

particles, in contrast 
heating where as mi 
[11.12.131. 

The peaked electron temperature prolile is consistent with the 
extremely peaked power deposition calculated by the ALCYON code. This 
leads to nigh electron pressure gradients wnich induce significant 
bootstrap current in the plasma. The current diffusion code CRONOS [14] 
has been used in order to simulate such discharges. The plasma current 
was ramped down from 0.7 (3.5 s) to 0.4 MA (4.5 s) then was held 
constant for the remaining of the discharge. This ramp down occurred 
during the first part of the RF pulse and was designed to avoid MARFES, 
which appear in high density low current Q discharges and drastically 
change the coupling of the antenna and impair power coupling to the 
plasma. When the Dootstrap current is included in the calculations, 
excellent agreement is obtained with experimental measurements of 
internal inductance (ii). loop voltage (Vj) and Faraday rotation angle (see 
figure 4). It is worthwhile to note that, for this shot, the bootstrap current 
fraction of 45% ± 5% is obtained for a Pp value of 0.9. This Bp value is 
much lower than that needed to get the same bootstrap current fraction 
when using other heating methods (see for example table 1 in reference 
[15]). This is not surprising, considering that 80% of the Bp value is due to 
thermal electrons which are much more effective than ions (especially the 
suprathermal ions[16]) in driving bootstrap current. A last point to 
emphasise is that, during these experiments, the loop voltage is low 
enough (0.2 V) to allow pulses longer than 30 s on TS. Further 
experiments to fulfil this goal are planned. 

3.4 Confinement 

The FWEH discharges exhibit an 
improvement in energy confinement, 
which is stationary throughout the 
RF pulse. The measured kinetic 
energy of the electrons exceeds the 
predict ion of the Rebut-Lallia-
Watkins (RLW) global scaling [17], 
which fits the Tore Supra L-mode 
data well. The enhancement factor 
(H) increases linearly with the RF 

f>ower for a given Dlasma current (see 
igure 5). In fact? H scales with Br, 

reaching 2 for a 0.35 MA/ 4 MW 
discharge corresponding to a Bp 
value o? 1.1. The local t ransport 
analysis code LOCO [18] has been 
used to study these discharges and 
compare them to L-mode discharges. 

FWEH Power (MW) FWEH is especially well suited to 
Figure 5: Improvement of confinement such studies. First, no hot particles 
versus FWEH power. are created: we can thus connect 

absorption of the wave with power 
deposition to the electrons without recourse to hypotheses regarding hot 
particle t ransport . It is expected from theory and confirmed by 
experiments 17]. that the power deposition is extremely peaked at the 
center of the discharges: conclusions on local transport at the half-radius 
can then be decoupled from uncertainties in the power deposition prohle. 
Lastly, the very peaked experimental temperature profiles permit a more 
reliable determination of the temperature gradient. . 

Figure 6 displays the results of such a local transport analysis: the 
electron diffusion coefficient Xe is significantly lower during FWEH than 
during LHCD. this despite the tact that the LHCD power (2 MW] was lower 
than the FWEH power (2.8 MW). A strong peaking of the current density 
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Figure 6: temporal evolution of total power, enhancement factor H and electron heat 
diffusion coefficient. Current density profiles during the FWEH, £2, LHCD phases (shaded 
area represents the bootstrap current density). Current profiles are interred from the 
CRONOS code and agree with Faraday rotation angle data (see figure 4). 

profile is observed during the enhanced confinement phase. This peaking 
leads to a higher magnetic shear, which has already Been correlated with 
enhanced confinement (191. This suggests that the improvement of 
confinement observed during FWEH originates from the current peaking. 
This hypothesis is reinforced by the observations during experiments 
where LHCD was applied to similar discharges: L-mode confinement is 
obtained when the non-inductive current is low and does not affect the 
current profile shape. On the other hand, enhanced confinement, similar 
to that obtained with FWEH, is observed when the current drive and 
power deposition are concentrated in the plasma center and strongly 
modify the current profile [5J. In the case of FWEH. the shape of the 
current profile is due to the peaked Te profile and to the strong bootstrap 
current fraction. Note that the peaking appears inside the half-radius of 
the plasma and does not affect significantly the internal inductance value 
(Ali/li<10% as shown on figure 4). This contrasts with current ramp 
experiments [20] in which current profile peaking is obtained by strongly 
modifying the current at the edge oT the plasma. Consequently, the usual 
relationship between enhancement of confinement and li (21] does not 
apply when using FWEH. 

3.5 Comparison to Rebut-Lallia-Watkins local transport law 
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We have taken advantage of the favourable characterist ics of FWEH for 
local t ranspor t s tudies to make a comparison between the experimental Xe 
and that predicted by the RLW local t r anspo r t model [17|. us ing a se t of 
four consecutive sho t s where the only pa ramete r which was varied w a s 
the FWEH power. In two of these shots . LHCD was applied after the FWEH 
pulse . One of the LHCD pulses was in L-mode. The o the r one, a t lower 
p lasma density, showed enhanced confinement. These two points as well 
a s one representat ive of ohmic confinement have been included in the 
compar ison . Since error b a r are always impor tant when determining the 
abso lu t e va lue of Xe. the u s e of consecut ive sho t s he lps to r educe 
u n c e r t a i n t i e s d u e to dr i f ts in d i a g n o s t i c m e a s u r e m e n t s , a n d 
irreproducibility due to differences in the p la sma chemical composition, 
wall conditioning.. . . This increases ou r confidence in the relative t r ends 
observed in the exper imenta l Xe- Figure 7 displays the resu l t of the 
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c o m p a r i s o n . Figure 7.a c o r r e s p o n d s to t he RLW local mode l . The 
agreement is good for ohmic. LHCD and the 4 MW FWEH cases . However, 
t he RLW local model predic ts a_Ye va lue two t imes h igher t h a n the 
exper imenta l Xe for the 1 MW of FWEH. One has to remember tha t the 
RLW local law is based on magnetic turbulence that arises when the local 
tempera ture gradient goes beyond a critical value VTec. Its form is: 
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where q is the safety factor, s the magnetic shear, n the resistivity, J the 
cur ren t densitv. ^ ' t h e Heaviside step function. Xneo the neo-classical hea t 
diffusion coefficient, and all un i t s are SI except t empera tu re in keV. A 
straightforward consequence of formula 1 is that , w h e n VT. xs m u c h 
higher than vT e c (as in high power heating). ve is only governed by Xan and 
slightly depends of the exact value of VTec- Therefore, the observation tha t 
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the discrepancy between experimental and predicted value decreases when 
the FWEH power is higher, strongly suggests that the expression for_Yan is 
correct but that the value of vTec is underestimated. In Fact, when VTec is 
multiplied by a factor of 1.6 (figure 7.b). one gets good agreement for all 
the FWEH points. However, a strong discrepancy appears for the ohmic 
and LHCD L-mode points. Now. one has to consider that the magnetic 
shear is much higher during FWEH than during ohmic or L-mode 
operation (see the current profile shapes in figure 6). It is well known that 
high shear can stabilize several mechnisms leading to turbulence [22]. 
Such an effect is included in the RLW local model through the dependence 
of Tan on shear (see equation 2). However, if shear does govern the level of 
turbulence, it might as well have some effect on the onset of the 
turbulence. Hence. VTec might well also depend on shear, as is not the 
case with equation 3 . Remarkably, by modifying it to: 

VTec = 6 . ( i f . . p Ç [4] 

we get excellent agreement between prediction (figure 7c) and experiments. 
This result provides strong initial support for dependence of the critical 
gradient value on shear, but has to be extended to other plasma 
parameters (magnetic field, plasma current, plasma density...) and to 
other heating and plasma scenarios which are well known to modify the 
shear (LHEP. PEP. monster sawtooth, current ramp up and ramp down 
experiments...). Of particular importance is the exact determination of the 
dependence of VTec on shear, because this could yield significant insight 
into the origin of anomalous transport in tokamaks [23]. 

4. Preliminary experiments on fast wave current drive 

The first experiments with antenna phasing for fast wave " irrent drive 
(FWCD) have also been conducted during this expérimentai campaign. 
Phase diagnostics have been installed on the antenna, making it possible 
to verify that the phase between currents in the antenna straps can be 
continuously varied from K (dipole) to ± K/2 (maximum directivity), in the 
presence of plasma. An early set of experiments shows that, when 
scanning the phase toward maximum directivity, the electron heating 
degrades' and can even disappear. At the same time the cross-talk between 
antennas increases. These observations can be explained by considering 
that the decrease in launched toroidal wave number lowers the single-
pass absorption by the electrons and favours damping by other 
mechanisms (cyclotron damping, non resonant edge damping, losses at 
the reflection on the cut off...), fn fact, careful analysis of the CX neutral 
analysers data shows that in this first set of experiments, the first 
harmonic layer of minority hydrogen is slightly inside the plasma on the 
high field side. A very strong hydrogen tail, correlated with high 
outgassing and an increase of the neutral density, appears when the 
current strap phasing is shifted toward maximum directivity. After 
optimising Bt as shown in § 3. up to 4 MW have been coupled to 0.75 MA 
discharges, at a phasing close to J I /2 (co-current), with little degradation 
in electron heating (Teo = 4 keV). 

A phase scan experiment has been conducted on low current (0.4 
MA) discharges in order to maximise the relative effects of FWCD. 
Remarkably, \vhen comparing dipole to co-current operations with the 
same heating power (2.5 MW). one notes that the loop voltage drop is 
nearly the same, although the central temperature is lower in the co-
current case (see figure 8). However the density and effective charge are 
the same for the two shots and the bootstrap current is expected to be 
lower for the co-current case because the pressure gradient decreases. In 
fact, on simulating these two discharges with the current diffusion code 
CRONOS, we fincf that the non inductive current is 110±20 kA during 
dipole operation and 170±20 kA during co-current operation. When the 
bootstrap current is included, the simulation reproduces well the dipole 
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Figure 8: T e and FWEH power (shaded area. a.u.) versus time (top row). 
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Experimental (dotted lines) and simulated loop voltage versus time (bottom 
row). Dashed lines correspond to simulation without bootstrap current, dot-
dashed lines to simulation with bootstrap current only, solid line to simulation 
with bootstrap and fast wave currents. Left column corresponds to dipole 
operation, right column to co-current operation. 

operation data. However, the value of bootstrap current that results, is 
only 90±20 kA during co-current operation. One then has to infer that 
80±40 kA have been generated by the fast waves. 

This observation of FWCD is in good quantitative agreement with the 
results of the ALCYON code which predicts 30 kA/MW for these plasma 
parameters (see figure 9). One has to use a broader current profile than 
the one predicted by ALCYON, to obtain good agreement between 
experimental and simulated internal inductance and Faraday rotation 

angles. This broader current 
profile might be explained by the 
sawteeth which occur during these 
d i s c h a r g e s . F o k k e r - P l a n c k 
calculations [241 are also being 
undertaken in order to check the 
influence of transport of electrons 
on the fast-wave driven current. 

Figure 9 displays the result of 
the phase scan experiments . 
Counter-current operation does 
not lead to a significant KF-driven 
counter-current. The experimental 
fact t h a t c o u n t e r - c u r r e n t 
operation generates less current 
than co-current operation for 
equal phase directivity, has 
already oeen observed on DIII-D 
(251. This asymmetry cannot be 
explained bv synergistic effects 
with the ohinic E-field. because 
the particles carrying the current 
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Figure 9: fasl wave curreni versus antenna 
phase. Squares correspond to experimental 
results, triangles to ALCYON predictions. 



are mainly thermal. ALCYON docs predict some asymmetry due to the 
poloidal mode number enrichment of the fast wave which asymmetrically 
shifts the k./value ixi the plasma because of the pitch of the field line 191. 
However thLs is not sufficient lo explain the experimental observations. 
Further experiments are planned in order to investigate this asymmetry. 

5 . Conclusion 

FWEH has proved to be a very efficient heating scheme on TS. 
Experimental optimisation has shown that it is possible to eliminate 
parasitic absorption on ions. This is extremely important, especially when 
single pass damping by electrons is low as is the case during current drive 
operation. The unique opportunity offered by FWEH to heat the plasma 
without creating suprathennal particles leads to high bootstrap current 
fractions at a pp value much lower than has been reported in other 
experiments. A stationary improvement of confinement is observed and is 
correlated with peaked current profiles and high magnetic shear. This 
enhanced confinement regime is well described by the FtLW local transport 
model, provided a dependence of the temperature critical gradient on 
shear is introduced. Finally, preliminary experiments on antenna phasing 
have shown clear evidence ot FWCD and agree well with predictions of the 
ALCYON full wave code for co-current operation. 
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